From observations to paradigms; the importance of theories and models. An interview with Hans Meinhardt by Richard Gordon and Lev Beloussov.
Hans Meinhardt received his PhD in physics from the University of Cologne at 1966. For a postdoctoral fellowship, he went to the European High Energy Laboratory CERN in Geneva where he joined a group working on the leptonic decay of the Xi-minus particle. One of his duties was to perform computer simulations to optimize the complex experimental setup--a skill which turned out to be helpful later on. In 1969 he switched to biology and joined the department of Alfred Gierer at the Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology (formerly Virus Research) in Tubingen. His interest was focused on mechanisms of biological pattern formation. Using computer simulations as a tool, he developed models for essential steps in development. Most fascinating for him was the possibility to recapitulate and to reconstructusing the computer the genesis of structures where no structures were before and to see how these emerging structures become subsequently further refined. In addition to the interaction with Alfred Gierer and his group working on hydra development, the Max-Planck Institute as a whole provided a very stimulating environment. In the seventies, the work of Klaus Sander on gradients in early insect development was highly influential. Collaboration with Martin Klinger in the eighties revealed that the pigmentation patterns on tropical sea shells are convenient to study highly dynamic patterning processes. The variability and the asthetic beauty of these patterns turned out to result from the chaotic nature of the underlying reactions. Mechanisms deduced from shell patterns became a key to understand other developing systems such as orientation of chemotactic cells or phyllotaxis. Officially Hans Meinhardt retired at the end of 2003. At present he works on refinements and extensions of models which account for the different modes of embryonic axis formation in different phyla from an evolutionary point of view.